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EDITED VOLUME:  
DESIGNING AND MANAGING CLUSTERS FOR SUSTAINABILITY.  

CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

The aim of this edited volume is to understand the role of ‘managed’ or ‘organized’ clusters in the transitions 

towards sustainability. In contrast to ‘traditional’ approaches in cluster studies, we aim to move forward from 

the perspective on clusters as ‘geographic concentrations’ of firms, to seeing clusters as organizations of 

organizations, or ‘context-embedded meta-organizations’. As such, clusters are conceived as deliberate 

actors within their environments. In times of heightened concerns regarding climate change, we are pressed 

to find ways to make our societies more sustainable. Seeing clusters as meta-organizations might enable them 

to make more conscious collective choices, empowering them to become the drivers of change and, at the 

same time, may allow to hold them responsible for their actions.  

However, viewing clusters as ‘organized’ entities suggests a set of novel and yet unanswered questions as 

well as theoretical and practical implications for cluster practitioners, academics, and policymakers. This 

volume aims to develop theoretical insight into the role of ‘organized’ clusters as ‘agents of change’. It also 

aims to develop a set of practical frameworks and approaches which can guide the decision- and strategy-

making in clusters to enable their transitions towards sustainability. (See the detailed project description 

below). 

PRACTICAL INFORMATION AND TIMEFRAMES 

Co-editors: Evgeniya LUPOVA-HENRY (University of Neuchâtel, Switzerland) and Dr Nicola Francesco DOTTI 

(Vrije Universiteit Brussel) 

Target extent: 100,000 words in total, the length of individual contributions will depend on their number 

and is expected to be about 7,500 – 11,000 words (inclusive of references, tables, and figures) 

Approximative timeframes:  

• 15 August 2020 – abstract submission deadline (approx. 300 words) 

• 10 September 2020 – Editors’ decision on the chapters and structure 

• 15 September 2020 – submission of the book proposal to a publisher (potentially Routledge) 

• 1 May 2021 – submission of the first drafts of all chapters by the contributors 

• 1 July 2021 – completion of mutual peer-review by the contributors 

• 1 October 2021 – submission of revised chapters by all authors 

• 1 November 2021 – submission of the final manuscript to the publisher 

NEXT STEPS 

Should you be interested in knowing more about the project and discussing your potential ideas for a 

contribution, do get in touch with us to register for the virtual workshop we are organising on 8 July at 

10:00 (CET). To know more and register contact us at evgeniya.lupova@unine.ch and nicola.dotti@vub.be.  

mailto:evgeniya.lupova@unine.ch
mailto:nicola.dotti@vub.be
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

The introduction of the concept of ‘clusters’, its uptake in the policy-making circles and the subsequent rise 

of the cluster policies have changed the realities of clustering: from ‘spontaneous’ agglomerations of firms, 

these have become ‘managed’ entities having the attributes of formal organizations, such as deliberate joint 

decision-making (cf. Ahrne and Brunsson 2011). In this volume, ‘managed’ clusters are seen as ‘organizations 

of organizations’, or context-embedded meta-organizations. These are defined as territorially anchored 

groups of independent organizations deliberately engaging in joint decision-making, pursuing system-level 

goals, and capable of intelligent collective action (Lupova-Henry, Blili, and Dal Zotto 2019b). This perspective 

brings together ‘traditional’ cluster studies and more recent research on ‘meta-organizations’ (Ahrne and 

Brunsson 2005; Gulati, Puranam, and Tushman 2012) by recognizing the importance of the contextual setting 

for the evolution of a cluster but at the same time attributing ‘actorhood’ to clusters and implying a two-way 

relationship between a ‘managed’ cluster and its environment.  

While the meta-organizational perspective on clusters has recently started attracting scholarly attention (cf. 

Gadille, Tremblay, and Vion 2013; Viachka 2013; Berkowitz 2018; Lupova-Henry, Blili, and Dal Zotto 2019a), 

its implications for both theory and practice have not yet been fully explored. This volume aims to advance 

the current understanding of clusters as ‘context-embedded meta-organizations’ and their ability to drive the 

transitions towards sustainability in their regions or nations. We argue for a novel perspective on the 

‘managed’ or ‘organized’ clusters seeing these as deliberate actors within their environments that can 

become the driving force of the transformation in their regions or nations.  

The growing environmental concerns and the increasing urgency of collective action to cope with the 

environmental crisis make this research timely and the shift of perspective on clusters necessary. Indeed, 

research has increasingly recognized the role of multi-actor approaches in solving the grand challenges and 

enabling the shift towards more sustainable development (Lupova-Henry and Dotti 2019). Viewing clusters 

as organized multi-actor entities or context-embedded meta-organizations implies that these can be seen as 

deliberate actors and can potentially be held responsible for their action or non-action. Due to the collective 

power they wield, their capability to act, and the consequences of their actions can be even more important 

than those of individual companies. Seeing clusters as context-embedded meta-organizations thus might be 

one of the ways to enable these to make more conscious choices collectively, empower them to become the 

drivers of change, and, at the same time, to hold them responsible for their collective choices. The meta-

organizational perspective in cluster studies thus paves the way for a new conceptualization of clusters and 

provides the ‘vocabulary’ to address the realities of ‘organized’ clustering. At the same time, it brings about 

a new set of questions at the intersection of the organization and management fields, policy and governance 

research, economic geography, regional and cluster studies.  

GOALS AND STRUCTURE 

The goal of this edited volume is twofold – to advance the current understanding of the implications of the 

‘meta-organizational’ perspective on clusters and to develop practical frameworks and tools which would 

enable the transition of ‘managed’ clusters towards sustainability. Each of these goals will be addressed in a 

respective part of the volume – one focusing on developing the theoretical underpinnings of clustering as 

meta-organizing, and the other – on developing the practical strategies, tools, and frameworks to guide 

clusters towards sustainability. 
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PART 1 – THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF CLUSTERING AS META-ORGANIZING 
From the theoretical point of view, the meta-organizational approach in cluster studies has not yet been 

explored in-depth and brings forth a set of interesting questions. Indeed, as a context-embedded meta-

organization, a cluster can be seen as an ‘actor’ within its environment. This perspective differs from the 

‘traditional’ approaches seeing clusters rather as ‘products’ of their industrial, regional, and national settings. 

Attributing the characteristics of ‘actorhood’ and ‘organisationality’ to clusters suggests a two-way 

relationship between them and their contexts. This calls for a new conceptualization of cluster agency and 

new methodological approaches to studying these. Thus, the theoretical part of the volume could cover the 

following topics:  

1.1. Conceptualizing clusters as ‘actors’ in new (sustainable) path development and sustainability 

transitions 

An interesting research direction is the exploration of the locus of cluster ‘actorhood’ and the conditions 

under which a cluster can be seen as a collective actor and can thus be held responsible for its action or non-

action. How does the ‘distributed agency’ of a variety of stakeholders transform itself into an ‘orchestrated 

agency’ (Semper 2019) in an ‘organized’ cluster? How and under what conditions can a cluster be in a position 

to act as an institutional entrepreneur collectively to solve the challenge of institutional embeddedness 

(Coenen, Benneworth, and Truffer 2012)?  

Furthermore, the meta-organizational perspective suggests that clusters can be seen as actors (re-)shaping 

or creating new paths for their regions. As a call for more focus on agency and the role of various actors in 

(re-)creation and transformation of paths has been voiced recently (Martin 2014; Hassink, Isaksen, and Trippl 

2019), the meta-organizational perspective may bring fresh insight into the agency of a cluster as an organized 

multi-actor entity in new (sustainable) path development. 

The exploration of the cluster agency can be also framed within the socio-institutional perspective on 

sustainability transitions. This perspective may be especially relevant for the cluster context as it 

predominantly focuses on specific sectors and geographical areas facing persistent problems (Loorbach, 

Frantzeskaki, and Avelino 2017). Given the ‘context-embeddedness’ of clusters as well as their often 

considerable weight in the regional economies, it may be worthwhile to explore their role as (powerful) 

agents in driving sustainability transitions as well as the types and forms of agency these may engage in in the 

process of institutional change.  

 

1.2. Methodological approaches to delimiting/defining clusters as context-embedded meta-organizations  

The theoretical shift from ‘spontaneous’ to ‘organized’ clustering warrants new methodological approaches 

in studies of clusters as context-embedded meta-organizations. Addressing such questions as cluster 

delimitation may be one of the key aspects: what are the relevant criteria for a cluster to be considered a 

context-embedded meta-organization and be studied as a form of a decided social order rather than a 

geographic agglomeration of organizations? The currently predominant perspective on clusters as 

‘geographic’ phenomena warranted the use of quantitative techniques for delimiting clusters based on the 

measurements of the density of economic activity in a given geographic location (cf. Alcácer and Zhao 2016; 

Ellison and Glaeser 1994; Feser and Bergman 2000). As a context-embedded meta-organization, a cluster can 

be delimited based on a different set of criteria, such as the presence of a joint decision-making mechanism 

and the adherence of its members to common goals or a collective identity reflecting the level of cluster 

‘organisationality’ (Ahrne, Brunsson, and Seidl 2016; Ahrne and Brunsson 2011; Apelt et al. 2017; Dobusch 
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and Schoeneborn 2015; Grothe-Hammer 2018). This also suggests that other techniques, such as discourse 

analysis, may be used to identify the conceptual and geographical boundaries of a cluster as a meta-

organization. 

1.3. Methodological approaches for studying clusters as meta-organizations  

Considering a ‘managed’ cluster as a meta-organization implies that, just as an individual organization, it can 

be deliberately designed, managed, and transformed by a variety of change agents (van Aken and Romme 

2009). This brings to the fore the potential of design science (Van Aken 2007; van Aken and Romme 2009) 

and action research (Eden and Huxham 1996; Reason and Bradbury 2001) for the study of clusters as 

organization forms. Furthermore, these approaches have been increasingly recognized for addressing climate 

change and sustainable development (van Buuren, Eshuis, and Vliet 2015; Zuber-Skerritt 2012). It is thus 

worthwhile to explore how these approaches can be applied in the context of organized clusters to both 

understand these and help direct them towards sustainability.  

Finally, approaches to measuring and evaluating cluster sustainability performance should also be re-

considered if these are to be framed as context-embedded meta-organizations. Here, several questions may 

be considered such as the identification of relevant KPIs or values against which the performance is to be 

measured. This may have to do with the understandings of ‘sustainability’ and the potential of inclusion of 

other societal values which may be at stake further to cluster activities. 

PART 2 – CLUSTER (RE-)DESIGN FOR SUSTAINABILITY 
Seeing clusters as context-embedded meta-organizations also implies an important shift of perspective on 

their management and design. Indeed, on the one hand, it suggests that clusters, as organized entities, can 

face the same challenges as individual organizations, be these related to strategy-making, stakeholder 

management, or change management to name just a few. On the other hand, the theories and frameworks 

which have been developed based on the analysis of individual organizations may not apply to meta-

organizations, as they do not reflect the complexity of the multi-actor setting. This suggests that new practical 

tools and approaches are needed to manage clusters as meta-organizations and enable their role in the 

sustainable development of regions and nations. These frameworks, tools, and approaches should be able to 

account for the complexity of the setting where multiple interests and value systems co-exist. 

Recent research has shown that the meta-organizational context can facilitate the development of 

capabilities necessary for the development of sustainable innovation by cluster actors (Berkowitz 2018). 

However, as practice shows, the re-orientation of cluster actors towards sustainable innovation does not 

happen spontaneously. Thus, specific governance mechanisms are needed to direct or re-orient cluster actors 

towards responsible or sustainable innovation. 

This part of the volume would aim to develop practical strategies and frameworks to enable sustainability 

transitions in organized clusters. The following range of topics may be relevant: 

2.1. Brand, values, and discourse as strategic mechanisms for cluster sustainability transitions.   

A set of relevant research questions can be identified regarding how the values of the cluster, its brand image, 

and the storytelling around it shape its actor composition and contribute to the formation of the regional 

identity. It is also worthwhile to explore how these can serve as informal governance mechanisms attracting 

the actors which associate themselves with this particular image and vision. 
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An approach that may be explored in this respect is the ‘communicative construction of organizations’ (cf. 

Schoeneborn, Kuhn, and Kärreman 2019) and its potential as a strategy for re-framing the cluster and re-

orienting it towards sustainability.  

The questions of the construction of agency through legitimacy-building can also be relevant. Indeed, 

legitimacy can be one of the crucial elements enabling a cluster to collectively drive the sustainability 

transition in its region it is thus necessary to understand how the legitimacy of a cluster as a meta-organization 

can be constructed. While these questions have been explored in the context of individual organizations (cf. 

Suddaby and Greenwood 2005), they have not yet been explored in a meta-organizational context.   

Finally, the values guiding the collective strategy of a cluster can be a crucial element in its re-orientation 

towards sustainability. Thus, such perspectives as ‘design for sustainability’ and ‘value-sensitive design’ hold 

promise as valuable approaches to cluster design. Indeed, although the application of these principles was 

initially limited to technological artifacts and product design, it has recently has started drawing scholarly 

attention as a valuable approach to the design of socio-technical systems (cf. Ceschin and Gaziulusoy 2016; 

Oosterlaken 2015). The practical questions of how these perspectives can be used for cluster design can then 

be explored.  

2.2. Governance of cluster sustainability transitions  

‘Organized’ clusters can be seen as networks where complex dependencies exist between the actors who 

engage in power relations and negotiations to formulate common strategy and goals. In a meta-organizational 

context, decision- and strategy-making are collective undertakings which suggests that such perspectives on 

governance as ‘interactive governance’ (Torfing et al. 2012) can be valuable for exploring the governance 

mechanisms and processes which can be applied in the cluster context.  

Participatory design and co-design strategies (Simonsen and Robertson 2012) can also be valuable in guiding 

the process of cluster design for sustainability as these allow to account for the multiplicity of actors and to 

engage these in collective decision-making in the meta-organizational context. The co-production of 

knowledge (Coletti and Dotti 2020) is another perspective that can be valuable for understanding how 

sustainability-related issues can be framed and re-framed in the cluster context. The questions of 

implementation of these strategies in a cluster context could thus be explored. 

Transition governance perspectives can also prove relevant for defining the strategies that can enable the 

sustainability transitions within the cluster and those a cluster can implement collectively to drive the 

sustainability transitions of its region or nation. Indeed, clusters can be seen as ‘safe environments’ where 

new technology can be tested and developed. Due to the collective power a cluster wields, it may be possible 

for it to then stimulate the policy through lobbying to support the new technology. Such approaches as 

strategic niche management (Schot and Geels 2008) and transition management (Loorbach 2010) could thus 

be explored in the context of clusters. In this context, it could also be worthwhile to explore what strategies 

can be implemented within a cluster to enable sustainable opportunity recognition by cluster actors both 

individual and organizational (cf. Patzelt and Shepherd 2011; Hanohov and Baldacchino 2018; Stephan, 

Uhlaner, and Stride 2015; Westman et al. 2019).  

Another framework that can be explored is the Quintuple Helix model of the interactions between academia, 

government, industry, civil society, and the environment (Carayannis and Campbell 2010). While it has been 

suggested that clusters can be seen as instantiations of the Triple Helix relations between the academia, 

industry, and government (Etzkowitz 2011), it may be worthwhile to explore whether and how clusters can 

become instantiations of the Quintuple Helix, and what types of interactions, actor roles and governance 

mechanisms within the cluster it would imply. 
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